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Lihrnry and Archival Resources at t:he Bah:P1 Harli! 'Centre

William P. Collins
Haifa, Israel

A paper to b(:• presented at the ~econd Anm1Al Los
Angeles P::ih5'1 History Conference, 30 Au~irst2 Se pt em her 19?.4

As I am the Lihrarian of the P.ahli'! World Centre Library, it would be
very easy to make the assumption that what I Rm about to say is a set of
official pronouncements on behalf of the Bah ii Ir ins ti tutio~s. Thfl t' however.
possi~le

is not the case. While every statement is as neRr as

to what I

believe to he true about the Baha'f World Centre, the opinions expressed Are
my own,

RS

wj

11 he the ani:;wers that J p,ive to any questions.

Fefore undertRkinR any discussion of the published amt unpublished
historicAl resources at the Paha'! World Centre, it is essential that we
understand what the P,aha. r World Centre is. Haifa and

c AkkA

Are the twin

cities ip which the sniritual and administrative hub of the Bahil'f community
has been established. The Universal House of Justice is the Head of the Faith,
charP;ecl with lep.;is_lRtinp, on all matters not expressly revealed in the Raha'!
interpretatio~s

sacred writings, or deRlt with in the

of 'Abdu'l-RAha and

Shoghi Effendi. The Universal House of Justice, since its inception in 1963,
has been primarily carry:fng out the work of general Administration and
executive functioni:;,

encoura~ement,

cducid<ttion of questions that come from

P.ahil'f administrative bod:fes and individuals, judicial functions, and
~eneral

erlucation of the P.aha' ! community. The International Te<tching

Centre, an international institution subordinate to the Universal House of
Justice' is concerned with the propag ation and protection of the P.aha, r
1

Faith •. The departments of these insti.tut ions provide expertise in various
areRs for the support of the functions outlined above. It follows, therefore,
that the primary purpose of the information resources at the international
headquarters of the Ra ha' r community h

to provide a sound and knowledszeable

basis for the continuation of these functions of legislation, propagation,
protection, ildministration, encouragement, elucidation and education.
Secondarily, these library and

nr~hival

resources will ultimately also

serve the needs of scholarly researchers. The :Bah a• i

commitment to such
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scholarship is very clear, for it

is.~nshrined
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in the essential activities of

three of the institutions of the faith of Raha 'u' lll:ih: The Centre for the
Study of the Holy Texts, The Interm1tional Raha'{ Library, irnd The
International Rahfi'{ Archives.

The Centre for the Study of the Jloly Texts.
This institution, of which the present Research Department is. the embryo,
wi 11

OCCllPY

a huil d :fnP, on the arc

r1 J

on Mount CArmel around which the

international administrative institutions will have the:!.r seats. The Universal
House of Justice has the duty "to analyse, classify and co-ordinate the
Writings,'' "to elucidate questions that are obscure" and "to promulP,ate and
apply the l::iws ;md principles of the Faith." [2J The successful carrying out
of these duties, in all their far-flung ramifications, will require the
existence of a Centre for the Study of the Holy Texts manned hy a body of
knowledgeable scho.la.rs who will study the corpus of RAha'{ scripture and
interpretation in depth--codifying its teachings, principles and provisions;
translating selections and entire works for publication; and nreparinp,
detailed commentaries.
An instance of what this institution may do is afforded by the process
which the Universal Hous.e of Justice went through in elucidating on the
question of ablutions for the T.nng and Short Obligatory Prayers. The process
took some two years durinp, which the relevant RAhlP! texts were compiled
and sent, with questions, to the Hands of the Cause of God and to various
renowned Baha'{.scholars; upon receipt of their opinions, the UniversAl
House of Justice then sturUed the question itself, forminP. a •view' of what it
considered to he the correct decision; this was then resuhmitted to the same
Hands of the Cirnse of God and scholars for further comment; in light of their
comments the Universal House of Justice then reconsidered the mAtter and came
to its decision. So althour,h the exact functions and staffing of this
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institution will he made clear when :the Universal House of Justice creates it,
the a hove-mentioned tasks will, no d!oubt, be., '~a'it of its mandate.

The International Raha'{ Library.
I

As with the Centre for the Study of the Holy Texts, the specific det;dls
of the functioning of this institution will only be clear when· the .Universal
House of Justice calls· i t into being. Nevertheless, it is evident .that i t will
perform the typic::il duties of a Hhrary: acquisition of published materials;
arrangement and cataloguing of the !~ems acquired; provision of reference and
access to these materials.
A library, in the full formal sense of the word, has been in existence at
the Baha'i World Centre only since 1977. Before that time, a very basic
collection of hooks was maintained with minimal bibliographic control. What is
now known as the Ba ha' { World Centre Library is a part of the Department of
Library and Archival Services. It occupies small temporary quarters in the
Seat of the Universal House of Justice--quarters which, in the future, will
only house a small branch Reference Library for the Univers::il House of
Justice. The vast majority of what is ho.used in these present qu;:irters is part
of the callee ti on of the International Ba ha'! Library, thoup,h not yet under
the administrative framework or in the physical quarters of that institution.
The Raha'! World Centre Library seeks to colle.ct all published Paha'{
materials and other publications which have significant reference to the
Raha'! Faith; typescri.pts of articles, papers and talks delivered at
conferences; backp,round material on Iran and Shi 'ah !i:;lam; publications on
soc:f.al and development issues affecting the BaMP! world; and any other
literature deemed necessary to support' the work of institutions and
departments of the Paha'! World Centre, and the possible needs of future
scholars.
The collections of the Baha'i World Centre Library consist of: nearly
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55 ,boo hooks' pamphlets' typewritten mani.1scripts. and journal articles (or
photocopies and microfilm of these) in Approximately 400 languages f 3 J; 1200
Baha'i periodical titles, l100 of w;tiich are active and currently being

/{/
I

I

received; between 40,000 and 50,000 newspAper clippings on Raha'i topics;
and a small number of broadsides, posters and maps of historical inte.rest.
Of special interest in the Baha'i World Centre's holdings arei (1) the

aforementioned Paha'! periodicals, most of which contflin historical
information unavailable elsewhere •. In many cases, the only complete sets, or
even the only existing issues, are, in the library in

~aifa;

(2) newspaper

clippings brought tORether in one collection, providing not only A mine of
little-known information,
the

Pah~'!

bl~t

Also affording A day by day current history of

Fatth around the world; (3) special collections associated with

prominent individuals. There exist a number of collections associated with
Shoghi Effendi, and the personal libraries of 'Ahdu'l-ljam!d I.shraqKhavad'. and M!rza

Ahli'l-Fa~l

Gulpaygan!, none of which is at

present either fully inventoried, catAlogued, or arranged. in the 1960s, a
large portion of the library of A.•L.-M. Nicolas, the French stuc'lent of
Rahism, was purchasecl for the :Raha'{ World Centre, and is now being
processed.
It should be m;ide clear that

t~ere

are very few .Ba ha •r publications

which coulcl he said to be truly rare, although a number of items are becoming
scarce. Most of the puhlished books and pamphlets in major l<'lnguages that are
held i.n the Raha '! World Centre Library are also available in other large
research Hbraries in the West: the library of Congress, Harvard llniversi ty
1

Library, the New York Public Library. Cambridge University Library, the
Bibliotheque Nationale, Lenin Library, the Deutsche Bibl:iothek, and so
forth. The value of what is in the JI.aha'! World Centre is that we are
attempting to collect everything on the Ra)1a'! movement in one place,
thereby significantly lessening any future problems of Baha'{ scholars and
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institutions in locatinR this material.
While the n;iha •! World Centre Lihrary undoubtedly has the best sin1>,le
collection of published m;iterials on the Bah&'! Faith extant, it does not
have everything published. As a special library, it has the task of acquiring
not only each work, or each e<l it ion of every work, but every,. printing of every
edition. So in A<l<Htion

to many missing works, there are al so gaps in the

historical record of the printings of each individual work. The Baha'! World
Centre Library maintains

R

lengthy want list, and is looking for contacts who

are willing to assist in finding materials.
Another valuable contribution with which scholars c;:in assist is the
development of some properly done, thorough bibliographic listings of &1ha '!
literatur·e in Ar;:ihic and Persian. The compilation of something approachin~
comprehensive seems hopeless, even at the World Centre, where

lar~e

chunks of

material are missing all the way from the works printed in Rombay to materials
published in Trnn he tween 193.0 and 1979. Yet without wel 1-researched
bibliographies of the publications that were produced, there is no way to know
what is missing.
A further service which scholars can render is the ferreting out of
Ba ha' !-related material in publications and various public and private
archives, and sending this information to the Baha'f World Centre Library.
Examples of such assistance include the information that Cosima Wagner's
diaries contained documentation of Richard Wagner's interest in the P,aha'!
Faith, and the work heing done by fir. Kent Peveridge in the papers of Count
Anton Ritter von Prokesch-Osten. There is an enormous field for prel :f.minary
research work which will he of extraord:lnary value in
of the Bah a'!
Resides

writin~

future histories

community~

collectin~

published materials, the professional librarians and

other library staff at the Baha'f World Centre have been working on systems
for the intellectual

orRani~ation

and easy accessibility of these
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publications. There is thorough catalo_guing,

w~ th

access by authors, ed Hors,

translators, compilers, titles, seri~s, alter~ate titles, subjects, languages,
and classification or 'call' numhers. We have developed our own classification
system which is a moclification of the 'Jlahaism• section of the lihrary of
Congress classification. This is Still in the process of
radical refinement of it being

cur~ently

de~elopment,

a

under review at the library of

Congress for add it ion to its own classification schedules (See appencl ix 1). We
have also created our own list of subject headings, based loosely upon the
Library of Congress Sttb.iect

Headin~s,

9th ed.

(Washin~ton,

n.c.:

Lihrary of

Congress, 1980), Sears list of Sub.1ect Headings, 11th ed. (New York: H.

w.

Wilson C6., 1977) and the Utah Library Association's Classification Schedule
and Suhiect Heaclings for Mormon Literature (Salt Lake City: Utah library
AssociAtion, 1962) (See appendix 2). A project is also under way to develop a
computer-searchable index for newspaper clippings, thus reducing the time
which is now required for manual searchinr, of the files. The information to be
recorded for each clipping will inalude author, article titles, newspaper
title, plAce, numher of column inches, whether the article WAS from A wire
service, subjects and names. The cli.ppings computer index system will he
associated with the correspondence·and archives systems which will he
described later.
In the future, when the International Raba'{ Lihniry will have been
created as an institution, and will have occupied its own huilding, provision
will, no doubt, he made for full library service to researchers and scholars.
In the meantime, we are Attempting.to build a complete collection of works on
Raha'! topics, background material,bn other i.mportant related subjects, and
to compile a hi.bl iographic record of publishing on the Bah a• r Faith. A
bibliography of F.nglish languap.;e w<;>rks is currently being compiled and should
be published, with annotations, in, 19AA. It is hoped that this found.<1tion now
being laid will provide a firm support for International Paha'!

I~brary
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service ta scholars at a time not too distant.

'The International Paha'f Archives.
n,e International JI.aha 'f Archives are formally represented hy the
{'

edlfice known as the International Archives l'ui!ding. This structure is not an
archives in the sense

~f

the word as generally understood by.the professional

archivist or researcher, but rather a museum dedicated to relics of the three
Central Figures of the Paha 'f Faith and of members of the Baha 'f Holy
. Family, and to historical objects associated with some of the outstancHnp,
promoters of the Faith. 'The present Archives Office of the Department of
Lihrary and Archival Services will eventually become the institution of the
International Raha'f Archives, and this museum will then come under its
aegis.
As in the cases of the Centre for the Study of the Holy Texts and the
International Raha'! Library, the exact nature and

functionin~

of this

institution will he known only when it is established by the Universal House
of Justice. It can, however, be presumed that its functions will include the
usual ones of any archives: collecting, preserving, arranging, listing and
indexin~

material which is not only of interest to scholars and researchers,

bttt also of daily administrative importance to the Universal House of Justice
and its auxil !Aries at the :Baha '! World Centre.

l

The present Archives Office at the World Centre was established in 1981,
and it has been only since that time that the archival material held at the

II

World Centre has been managed on a professional basis. Like the· Uhrary, the
Archives Office occupies temporary quarters in the Seat of the Universal House
of Justice. The Baha'f World Centre has, however, had an archives (although
not formally organized) ever since the early years of th,e Guardianship of

I
\

Shoghi F.ffendj, who took the first steps in the early 1920s towards the
collection at the World Centre of the writings of the three Central Figures of
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Diagram showing structure of Baha'i World Centre Archives
Hffistorical Collections 0 inherited.from preceding
Central Figures an~ In•tjttitions

General collections of
Historical Manuscripts

Before
1921

19211963.

Collected Writings of Central
Figures & the Guardian

Papers of Central
Figures & the Guardian

1963-

Bab
(Herald)
Baha 'u' llah
(Source of Revelation)

Baha 'u' uah
(Source of Revelation)

'·•,

Abd u ' 1-Ba ha
Shoghi Effendi
(Centre of Covenant)
(Guardian
1

Bab
(Herald)
• Abdu'l-Baha
Sho hi Effendi
(Centre of Covenant)
(Guardian)

Harids of the Cause of God
Residing in the Holy Land
(Chief Stewards)
International Ba.ha'! Council
(Precursor of Universal
House of Justice)

'!.

UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF JUSTICE
(Inheritor of Authority and of Archives)

1
Master Reference File
(Correspondence file &
papers of Universal
House of Justice)

Departments of the Universal House of Justice
(present and future)
Offices of individual departments

Dependent Institutions of the Universal House of Justice
(present and future)

International Teaching Centre
Centre for the Study of the Holy Texts
International Ba.ha'! Library
I

International Baha'! Archives
!

I
!.

Future Departments and Offices of Dependent Institutions

,,
,'··
"'
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,l!e Faith and The:f.r reli.cs. The collection of thes·e writings was essential to
his own work as Guardian in carryinR forward the work of the Faith and in
discharging his function of interpreter. With the relics, he established the
precursor of the present International Archives Building in the three back
chambers of the Rhrine of the Rab (the Major Archives), and in a ?uilding
near the monument to the Greatest Holy 1.eaf (the Minor Archives).
The Archives at the Paha'! World Centre is unique among archives in. a
number of respects. the greatest and most important being that for the first
time in history the authentic scriptures of A world reliRion, as revealed by
that religion's Founders, have been systematically collected and preserved for
Their successors--the Guardian ;ind the Universal House of Justice, and for the
benefit of futtp:-e scholars of the Paha'{ rel:tgion. Close to this in
importance is the fact that the inception and growth of a universal religion
has been documented by eye-witnesses and participants in the events
themselves, and that a corpus of primary historical source material is being
built up for the benefit of future generations of historians and other
scholars. of the Bah a'! Faith. As George ToW'nshend wrote of Nabi.l 's
Narrative in his essay entitled "Nab!l 's History of the Rab," "anyone who
.,

investigates the Rab! religion is enabled to learn the true facts concerning
the Founder and His immediate followers with a degree of fullness and accuracy
never before possible in human history. No earlier Revelation is so well
documented as this." [41
Another unique feature of the Archives at the World Centre is the manner
in which the entire body of papers, from the writings of the Central Figures
right down to the files of the present offices of the Universal House of
Justice, with the exception of three small col lee tions of historical
manuscripts, is interrelated (as shown in the accompanying chart). The very
foundation of the work which the Universal liouse of Justice and its offices
are doing today, and will do throughout the: Baha'! dispensation, rests on

.,
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the contents of the collections.of writings of the Central Fip,ures and the
Guardian. It would indeed he a mistake ·to think of the information resources
in the Archives at the Baha'! World Centre as consisting only of those items
which are popularly th011ght of as being of immediate interest to scholars of
the BaMP! Faith, namely the sacred texts, their interpretations, and the
historical manuscripts which have found their way to Haifa. ·Archives are first
11nd foremost the memory of an organization, and the files and papers of the
Universal House of Justice and its ancillary institutions therefore also have
a vital place.
The classes of papers in the Archives which are at present of most
interest to researchers on the Baha'! Faith are those consisting of the
collected•writings of Baha'u'llah, the Bah, 'Abdu'l-Rahti and the
Guardian, and the complementary classes of Their papers; some small general
manuscript collections containing, among other things, historical and
theological works; and the oapers of some distinguished early bel :levers who
were companions of :&lhlPu'llah and 'Ahdu'l-Baha. The collections of sacred
writings and of general manuscripts are continually growing. The Archives
attempts to obtain origjnals or good copies of the writings of B11ht:i 'u 'llah,
\

the Bah, and 'Ahdu'l-Baha, and letters by Shoghi Effendi or written on his
behalf; relics Assoc:f.ated with the Central Hgures, Shoghi Effendi or the Holy
Family; other papers and manuscripts of historical value deemed of sufficient
importance on an international level to merit preservation in the
international archives.
Unti 1 the establishment of the Archives Office in 1981, these classes of
papers were administered by the Research Department, which arrangerl them in an
elementary fashion and produced rudimentary finding aids, including first line
and subject indexes. One of the first tasks of the Archives Office upon its
establishment

WAS

to A.nalyze these 'collections' and distinguish the

different classes of papers they represented, as an essential prerequisite to

hrary and Archival Resources at the Ba ha'! World Centre
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their proper arrangement and listing.
One of the chief 11ims of the Archiyes Office in documenting the archival
. and other man11script material at the World Centre is to make materials
avail.ahle for scholarly research, while at the same time minimizing the need
for scholars to have recourse to the original documents. The .Baha'!
scriptures and interpretations, on which the existence and activities of the
Bah.a'! Faith are founded, should he pr:eserved in the original for a period
of at least one thousand years, and indeed for as long as possible. Because
the content of these archival materials is of inestimable value to the
Universal House of Justice and to scholarly research, every effort must he
made to Increase the life of the physical materials on which .these
documents 8re written.
To the end that these materials may be both used and preserved, the
Archives Office has emharked on a program which will result in the production
of exhaustive computerized findinR aids, and of high quality microfilm. Used
together, these two aids to research wi.11 reduce the necessity for consul ting
originals to those cases where very minute examination of handwriting or of
physical features whi.ch cannot he reproduced photographically is necessary.
The computerfzed finding aids are to be made on a DEC VAX 11/750 computer,
using OR/\CtE software, a relational database package. The same equ:f. pment and
software are being used to index the correspondence of the Universal House of
Justice, which will itself eventuaUy become part of the Archives. The tahles
of data for the archives syste1;1 and for the correspondence index in~ syi:;tem
will

to~ether

make up one larRe information database for the Universal House

of· Justice and its offices. The common µse of computer and software for the
two systems is R practical demonstration of the inseparable relat:ionship
between the two hodies of documentation to which reference has already been
made, anrl will make it possible to exploit the interrelationship to the full.
In making the computerized lists, many fields of data are to be recorded
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for each fnd~vidual document~ ranging from authorship, place and person names,
subject index terms and dates, to the ideritity of scribes, descriptions of
seals and paper, and including data rell:1t.ed ·to the previous history of the
doc1nents and references to translations, publications, and research and

I
I

commentary. Tn addition to research data, the same lists will cont:dn

.1

as research tools in themselves. And it is foreseen that their use will assist

conservation data relatin~ to the repair am'! preservation of documents. Jt is
intended that these computerized lists be used not only as

findin~·

aids, hut

l

l

in the dating of many undated documents, researches into methods of
authentication, the work of early scribes, and other areas of research.
From these remarks, it will be readily understood that the work of
organizing and documenting the manuscri.pts collections and archival material
at the Baha'i Worlcl Centre is still in its very early star,es. A considerable
amount of time has to be spent in these staRes, particularly where computers
are involved, in planning

~nd

formulating standards, to the end that the

programs will be as hug-free as possible when they are first put into use. The
production of archival finding a:f.ds is a slow and painstaking process. An
eminent Rri ti sh archivist, Or. Felix Hull, has defined the task of the
a.rchiv:l.st as being "to carry out the basic work on wh:i.ch sound scholarship can
build,'' (5) and this is certainly the chief aim of the Archives Office of the
Baha'f World Centre.

Access to resources at the Raha'f World Centre
The scholar, whether F.Rha'f or non-Raha•r, will raise the questf.on of
current access to the library and archival resources at tha Baha•r World
Centre. It is clear that the Universal House of Justice wishes to encourage
the development of a sound and professional scholarship on the subjects of the
Baha'f teachinRs, and the historical and social development of the Paha'!
Faith. Jt has

encoura~erl

the founding of Baha'i stud:l.es orr,anizations and
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the development of journals on Bahe'{ studies, and has lauded Baha'i
scholars and students in many· letters .to individuals.
Rut there are
,t,
difficulties in open:i.ng the World Cent're's resources to more regular scholarly
research:
First, as already noted, the primary purpose of these respurces is support
of legislation, propagation and protection, administrAtion,

~nconragement,

elucidation and eilucation. This is not to fault the importance of scholarly
research, but under current circumstances ou.tlined

below~

the Baha'f World

Centre is not able at this time to accept the strain placed upon .its resources
by an influx of researchers.
Second, the Universal House of Justice has been charged with .the
preservati-on of the sacr.ed text. The archival materials must last for many
centuries, but this will not he possible with heavy handling. The Paha'{
World Centre has not yet found a way to make perfect facsimiles of the
orill,inals for scholars to work with, although current technology is exploring
some avenues which should soon prove fruitful. Microfilming was done for the
purpose ~f preservation, but without benefit of proper archival organization
and professional m:f.crofilmers, resulting in microfilm which is not suitable
for scholarly research. The archivist is proposing a new microfilming program
which will result in microfilm capable of serving for scholars as an
1

acceptable substltute for bandlinR of the originals.
Third, we must remember that the Baha'i religion is quite small,
numbering some three million people, the vast ma.1ority of whom are devoid of
worldly. weal th. The

~aha'

r

World Centre operates on extremely 1 imiteil

resources w.ith a small st-.aff that carri,es heavy burdens, and on a relatively
modest annual budget. One thing which will hasten the day when more scholars
will be able to use the facilities in Haifa is an increase in Baha'{ income,
which will then i::upport increased staff and increaseil use of technolog.y to
handle public services.

:irary and Arc hi val Resources at the Baha '{ World Centre
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Fourth, there is an urP,ent need for more people with thorough scholarly
expertise and grounding in the Raha'! Faith to. come to the BaMPS: World
Centre to deal with identification of manuscripts and the proper annotation of
archival lists. Jt is wi t.h the '(>.1ork of qual Hied scholars and professionals
laborinp, for the Paha'! World Centre that the various manuscripts anil
archival collections will be re ail fed for use by academics and. researchers.
Fifth, al though the J1aha '! archives are not 'secret,' there are
considerations which are taken into account in granting access to resources at
the &-iha '! World Centre: confidentiality; timeliness and wisdom; and the
inilicated abilities of the potential researcher.
In the case of confiilentiaUty, it must be remembered that the Central
Figures, the Guard fan, ::ind now the Universal House of Justice, h:we all served
as confiilants to individuals

~md

institutions who revealed the most intimate

and secret details of their personal and collective lives. Many of those who
wrote to Shoghi Effendi, .<mil Most of those who have corresponded with the
Universal House of Justice, are stf.11. living. It would be inappropriAte. for
the privacy of these individuals to be traduced by the very spiritual leaders
in whom they have placed their trust. The Raha '! World Centre has not yet
established a records management program to provide for organized retirement
of institution_al records from active use, or any statutes of limitation on
closure of records.
The consideration of wisdom in releasing certain materials is a less
easily quantifiable .1m1gment. Perhaps an illustration will raise some of the
issues involved. There are two degrees of release of mater:l.als:

1. Release for study. As already ·explained, it is not feasible, for
practical reasons, to have scholars come to the

Bah~'!

World Centre at the

present time to study rlocuments. Therefore, since it is out of the question to
send original documents around the world, release for study means, in fact,
the sendlng of a photocopy of the document or portion of document concerned.

.hrary and Archival Resources at the Raha,{ World Centre
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'
Again, for reasons of time, staff, and othe~ priorities,
it is necessary to
keep this serv:fce to a minimum. Therefore it is rendered only for those who
are bona fide scholars in whose use of the document the Universal House of
Justice has confidence. If the document which exists at the World Centre is in
any w::iy suspect as to its authenticity, or is in a form which cannot be
photocopied, the request for a copy would normally be refused.
2. Release for publ:icat.ion. The question of releasing a document for
publication ts a different .matter. No doubt there will ultimately be facsimile
publications of many documents of historical .or other interest

a

but at this

time when the nature of the I\aha'{ Faith is so little understood i t c;m be
highly

mislea~ing

to publish individual do,cuments out of a large collection.

'The Kitab-i-Aqdas is a well-known example. When published, i t will have to he
accompanied by copious annotations referring to other Tablets and
interpretations. This does not mean that Raha'!s are forbidden to read the
existing translations of the Kitab-i-Aqdas, or that its contents are secret.
Rather, it is simply a consideration of the importance of making the
presentation of Raha'u'llah's Nost Holy Book as accurate, clear and
dignified as possible.
In the case of the abilities of the scholar, it should be noted that most
archives and many librari.es have a perfectly well-established practice of
opening thei.r. collections only to researchers with legitimate pro.iects or with
a set of credentials accepted by those particular archives and libraries. The
Rritish Library Reference Pivision for instance, has a number of requirements:
that the services of the library are generally for those ''wishing to carry out
research or reference work, normally of a lonp, term nature, which cannot
reasonably be carried out in another library0

;

and "if a long period pass :ls

required" a "form ••. must he accompanied by a. detailed description in
writing of the reference or research which the applicant wishes to carry
out •••• ,.; ccapplications must be suf)ported by proof of identity and a written
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recommendation from a person of recognised position ••• ; based on personal
knowledge of the applicant, ancl certifying that he or she is a fit and proper
person to use the Students' Room" in the Manuscript Div:lsion. [6J That the

r

:Rah a'! World Centre has adopted criteria along these lines should not he a
surprise. What is remarkable is that the Universal House of :Justice has not
only not generally made greater restrictions on the archival materials at the
World Centre; hut has c.ontinued to supply a ~reat deal of informadon to those
who request it, and has stead :fly worked toward rendering more professional the
Uhrary and archival staffs in anticipation of ultimately serving scholars.
These temporaryrestrictions--almost total focus on legislation,
elucidation, administration, encouraRement, education, propagation and
protectiotl; lack of resources anrl qua11fied staff; considerations of
confidentiality, wisdom, ancl demonstratecl ability of the potential
researcher--will, wherever appropriate an<I as development of the Ba ha'!
World Centre permits, loosen, culminating in a day not fRr distant when
numbers of qual Hied reseArchers will he Ahle to pursue their academic and
scholArly studies in the library and archives in ffaifa. There are, however,
some services that the library and archives can perform now. Those who write
the UniversAl House of Justice with specific questions or in search of some
specific piece of information, will receive a reply based upon research done
in the information resources available at· the World Centre. Where possible,
correspondents can he referred to other libraries and archives that hold some
of the same material. Those who wish to have copies of

ori~inal

manuscripts

and other documents will have their requests considered by a committee which
will make recommendations to the Universal Honse of Justice. It must be
reco~nized

that the library and archives staff ls unable to undertRke detailed

research on behalf of scholars, and that any such research could never be a
substitute for. research conducted by the scholar in person. There i.s,
nevertheless, a commitment which the Jlaha'{ religion's supreme institution
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has made to the development of scholarship as part of the totality of Baha'!
community life. It is clearly shown in the. incrt;?asing library anrl archives
staffs at the Paha'! World Centre, in the movement toward better
organization of the materials already collected, and in the anticipaterl future
use of these materials by scholars.
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On the Paha •f properties on Hount Carmel, Hai fa, Israel, Shoghi Effendi

laid out a s.emicirculAr path and gardens, centered on the·· graves of
'Ahdu'l-Raha's sister, brother, mother and wife. Around thi-s 'arc' will he
constructed the five buildings for the international institrutions of the
Raha'! Faith. Already standinR are the Seat of the Universal House of
Justice and the International Archives Puilding.
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